FOI Request – 20200009
Request:
Is it possible to obtain a full breakdown of all of the speed offences recorded by
camera ref: M1-4620B (J35-34 M1 Southbound) for the whole day of Tue 7th Jan
2020.
If possible could the information be provided in the form of an Excel spreadsheet and
include the following:




Exact time of offence (hour and minute);
Speed recoded;
Speed showing on the overhead gantry at the time;

In addition if the details are available and permitted for release:


Expected penalty ie no action, speed awareness course, fine plus points,
court etc.

As a separate request could you also confirm some details regarding the site itself. I
have already requested this information from Highways England but they have
indicated that as this is a speed enforcement location any information would be held
by the South Yorkshire Safety Camera Partnership.
Are you able to confirm:





Are the interactive speed sign units installed at the site AMI units
manufactured by Variable Message Signs Limited? If not please provide
details.
What is the mounting height for the top (or bottom) of the units above the road
surface? I assume that the physical height of the units is 1480mm as per the
manufacturers data sheet.
At what angles (both horizontally and vertically) are the units mounted on to
the gantry?
Is there any documentation or plans detailing a drivers ability to view the
speed signs at various distances from the gantry, in particular information
relating to viewing angles and illuminance intensity.

Response
Q1




Exact time of offence (hour and minute);
Speed recoded;
Speed showing on the overhead gantry at the time;

Please see the attached Spreadsheet for Details.
Q2
In addition if the details are available and permitted for release:


Expected penalty ie no action, speed awareness course, fine plus points,
court etc.

Unfortunately I am unable to give you this information at this time as Offences
are still being Processed and dealt with. In some cases it could take up to 6
Months to finalise an offence.
Q3
Are you able to confirm:





Are the interactive speed sign units installed at the site AMI units
manufactured by Variable Message Signs Limited? If not please provide
details.
What is the mounting height for the top (or bottom) of the units above the road
surface? I assume that the physical height of the units is 1480mm as per the
manufacturers data sheet.
At what angles (both horizontally and vertically) are the units mounted on to
the gantry?
Is there any documentation or plans detailing a drivers ability to view the
speed signs at various distances from the gantry, in particular information
relating to viewing angles and illuminance intensity.

South Yorkshire Safety Cameras hold the certificates of compliance relating to
the AMI’s for each camera location. The AMI in use are Techspan Advanced
Motorway indicators (AMI) certified by Variable Message Signs (VMS).

The remainder of this question relates to The installation of the HADECS
equipment and this falls within the remit of Highways England.

